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The Mural Pavilion, Harlem Hospital Center, New York, NY

6th Floor:
Style F110

3rd thru
5th Floors:
Styles F106
and F209

2nd floor
Style F110

Architect: HOK
Lighting Design:
SBLD Studio
Engineer: Lakhani & Jordan
Engineers, P.C.
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Art Glass Curtain Wall:
Dimensions: 72' high x 177' long
2nd Floor Lighting: (42) F110-T328-S-02-1-0K-0 and (2) F110-T128-S-02-1-0K-0 wall washers forming (2) 172' runs
3rd thru 5th Floor: (108) F209-L140-L-02-1-XX-0 wall washers at 4' o.c. plus (47) F106-T228-1-02-1-VK-X
(MOD 9'-6"), (6) F106-T228-1-02-VK-0 (8') and (3) F106-T128-1-02-1-VK-0 (4') uplights forming (3) 170' runs
6th Floor Lighting: (42) F110-T355-S-02-1-0K-0 and (2) F110-T155-S-02-1-0K-0 wall washers forming (2) 172' runs
Estimated illuminance: 36 fcai on back (interior face) of glass
Estimated power density: 1.25W/sf of art

elliptipar Styles F110, F209, F106 Ovalinear®
Harlem Hospital first opened in
1887 and moved to a 150-bed
facility on part of its present site in
1907. Harlem Hospital Center is a
member of the New York City Health
and Hospitals Corporation and is
a teaching hospital for Columbia
University. A $319 million campus
modernization project includes a
new patient pavilion to consolidate
services and connect to the existing
Martin Luther King, Jr. Pavilion.
Five of Harlem Hospital Center’s
WPA murals underwent
conservation to be reinstalled in
the new pavilion lobby. The murals
were a victory for the community
in the 1930s as the federal project
was largely designed and executed
by noted African American artists.
The new building features scenes
from Vertis Hayes’s mural The
Pursuit of Happiness reproduced on
an exterior curtain wall consisting of
429 glass panels. Each glass panel
contains a section of the digital
image, created with Alice direct-toglass process from GGI, enclosed
between two sheets of treated glass
within aluminum frames and bolted
to the pavilion’s steel supports after
placement by crane.
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Wall washing of vertical surfaces and uplighting
of angled ceiling edges are combined to create a
luminous backdrop for the art glass. Style F110s,
located within non-occupied spaces on the second
floor, utilize 28W T5s, while similar units within
deeper cavities on the sixth floor rely upon 54W
T5HOs. Style F209 wall washers with 40W biax
lamps and Style F106 Ovalinear® uplights with
28W T5s illuminate floors 3 through 5, where
functioning staff corridors occur behind the curtain
wall.
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